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1 of 1 review helpful Lovely By Adrianne D This is an old fave from my high school days When I found it on I just 
had to purchase it The condition was better than expected It had some wear from previous use but nothing extreme 
The story is just lovely It is a book intended to have a Christian undertone however it is subtle enough that even those 
who are nonreligious or those of a different religion can enjoy the bo Through the breaking ice in a vortex of brilliant 
light energy and sound Jeremy plunges into a dangerous and mysterious new world It is a world where music is 
absolutely prohibited on pain of death And Jeremy breaks that law when he arrives in Persus Am in a swirling cloud of 
light and music A stranger in a strange land he does not know why he has been sent here But it soon becomes clear 
that he must risk everything to help his new friends in this weary and war 
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